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Abstract
There are widespread debates as to whether cultural values have a bearing on economic growth. Scholarly
articles have actually had conflicting results with proponents arguing there is whiles opponents have thought
otherwise. The aim of this paper is to verify the assertions made by these two schools of thought from the
perspective of culture as a rationality component using an input-output growth model. We basically employed
an approach that sought to define and aggregate cultural values under rationality indices: instrumental,
affective, value and traditional rationality from 29 countries with data from world value survey (1981-2009).
We systematically had them tested in an endogenous growth model alongside traditional economic variables.
We conclude that when these cultural variables are combined with the so-called economic variables, there is
an improvement in the model explanation than before. In addition, two of these cultural indices indicated a
statistically positive effect on economic growth (instrumental and affective rationality). However, traditional
rationality index was also robust but with a negative coefficient. Value rationality showed a somewhat weaker
link to economic growth and was statistically insignificant. The policy implications of these findings are also
discussed.
Keywords: economic growth, rationality, cultural traits
1. Introduction
Why do economies grow? Why should they grow? Why do we want them to grow faster? What are the
necessary fundamental prerequisites for economies to grow? These are the sort of questions that economic
performance and macroeconomic subjects are concerned with. Economists, Political scientists, Sociologists
and Policy decision makers are concerned with economic performance. A number of growth theories have
been developed to explain growth experiences of countries over time especially in the context of the dramatic
economic performance of East Asian economies in recent times. This has exacerbated interest and stimulated
a discourse on economic development with references made and lessons drawn from events such as the
industrial revolution and the Second World War which continues to hold relevance due to the devastation
most of the countries involved underwent. This actually brought a great deal of differences in the trend of
economic development across nations. After half a century, most of the world economies are still stacked in
the depression of underdevelopment. This has created some sort of artificial delineation: the western
economies that represent the developed world, followed by developing economies or better still what has
come to be known as “emerging economies” or the BRICS and lastly what has been termed as “Less
Developed Countries” (LDC). These delineations have even been deepened by global fluctuations. With most
of the world economies recovering from the shock and memories of the 2008 global economic downturn, the
world still remains ascetically divided between affluent and underprivileged, democratic and authoritarian,
just and unjust, orderly and chaotic. These differences are so conspicuously clear to even the casual spectator
that we live in highly disjunctive times. This has generated a lot of explanations pinpointing to the underlying
causal factors. Geography, climate, previous historic situations such as colonization among others have been
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mentioned as a possible cause of this huge economic divergence. However, cultural traits and its influence on
economic growth seem to have been given less attention. The reason for this gap is easily traceable. Anything
invoking cultural attributes, values and predisposition according to Patterson has been pushed and sidelined
within the field of social sciences and policy circles (Orlando, 2006). One would therefore be wondering why
such a marginalization? The obvious answer to this is simply due to the fact that culture is difficult to address
on several levels. What is perceived as culture in one locality or region might not be applicable to another.
This makes culture definitionally problematic. Its relativity and ambiguity affected by contextual factors is
actually difficult to objectify and assess.
Recent causal factors on economic growth have been expounded from different angles and theories. These
divergent views have established a somewhat two strands or schools of thought. The first and widely known
group is the neoclassical group based on Solow’s growth model which emphasizes the importance of
investment. The second and most recent group- known as the theory of endogenous growth propounded by
Romer and Lucas has also shed more light on the essence of human capital and innovation capacity
(technology). Besides these two economic think tanks, there have also been other contributions from Myrdal’s
cumulative causation theory Myrdal (1957; 1968) and another from the New Economic Geography School
(NEG). Others such as McClelland et al., (1953; 1961), Weber (1958), Fukuyama (1995), Jackman (1996),
Granato et al., (1996), Landes (2000), Shixue (1998), Jonathan (2009) have all highlighted on the significant
role non- economic factors play on economic growth. The emergence of this area has given rise to yet another
distinction between what Petrakos et al., (2007) termed as ‘proximate’ and ‘fundamental or ultimate’ sources
of growth.
However, with the exception of few of these works, most publications on economic development have
centered on the ‘proximate’ sources of growth. The proximate group advocate on issues such as accumulation
of capital, labor and technology. On the ‘ultimate’ group, most research works (Weber, 1958; Shixue 1998)
have been done theoretical without empirical backing. It is only in most recent times that others such as
Granato et al., (1996) and Jonathan (2009) correlated cultural factors to economic growth with data collected
from the world values survey database. For instance, in the work of GIL (1996), that was developed based on
the shortcomings of McClelland et al., (1953;1961), collected data from 25 countries from the world value
survey database. They systematically tried to test the robustness of “achievement motivation” index on
economic growth. As part of their findings, they concluded that there exist significant relationship between
achievement motivation index and economic development. However, their work received a lot of critiques
from James Miller, Jackman and most recently by Jonathan Hanson (2009). These criticisms span from the
sample size to the inability of their model to predict the future except the past. Jonathan Hanson (2009) in an
attempt to address and object GIL’s findings, has also tested the validly of earlier results and has concluded
that there is no such relationship between achievement motivation and growth. He did this by increasing the
sample size from 25 to 42 countries and also extended the years from 17 to 27 years. Other areas such as
culture and climate, and culture as a predictor of organizational performance has also come to contribute to
on-going debates (Alexander & Kumaran, 1992; Coyne, 2009; Denison, 1996; Vaughan, 2003; Wilderom et
al., 2000). Approaches such as Denison organizational culture survey (DOCS) contextualized in Hong Kong
and elsewhere have been used in surveys extending beyond 15 years of research with data from over 1,000
low and high performing organizations with focus on four culture traits: mission, consistency, adaptability
and involvement seen to have impact on organizational performance. Most results indicated a positive link of
culture traits to organizational performance. Guido (2009) adopted indicators of individual values and beliefs,
such as trust and respect for others, and confidence in individual self-determination as a measure to ascertain
the link between these culture traits to economic development in the European context. Tabellini’s findings
were in line with earlier submission and we argue that, with the exception of the extensive data set used in the
European context, his approach is not different from others such as GIL, Jonathan Hanson etc. Faria and
Leon- Ledesma (2004) also argued that cultural values that emphasis hard work affects labor supply. In their
views, work is like a habit forming. They indicated that in the case of habit forming, the labor supply is higher
than neoclassical case and can further lead to higher level of consumption, capital stock and output. Cozzi
(1998) also asserts that culture affects technological innovations. He however points out that culture in itself
bears no utility and that its survival is linked to its positive effects on productivity. Cozzi generated
technological innovations as an externality in his model by the aggregate investment in bubble culture. In a
similar study, Johnson and Lenartowicz (1998) investigated the relationship between cultural factors and
economic growth. They concentrated on values like uncertainty avoidance, conservatism and hierarchy
(economic freedom and economic growth). They found a strong and robust relationship between economic
freedom and economic growth and weak uncertainty avoidance and high level of individual autonomy. Yuriy
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and Roland (2010) in their preliminary research publication investigated the relationship between cultural
variables and growth by constructing an endogenous growth model. They used individualism-collectivism as
the main cultural traits and sought to predict how this trait has a bearing on growth. Their work was an
improvement of Hofstede’s 2001 work, which used surveys among IBM workers in 30 countries. Yuriy and
Roland expanded this number to 80 countries. Their results were quite similar to Hofstede’s work. They
found a strong and robust relationship of culture traits on long-run economic growth. They conclude that
individualism should lead more to innovation due to the social rewards and that this cultural effect may offset
negatives of bad institutions on growth. From the above developments, it is evident that the ‘ultimate or
fundamental’ source of growth has had limited attention and that findings on the relationship between cultural
factors and economic development has not been straightforward. We are therefore left to wonder if there
actually exist any sort of relationship between cultural factors and economic growth. If yes, can it be
measured and its effects compared with traditional economic factors such as savings and investment? Can
cultural factors increase the coefficient of determination in a typical growth model to nib in the bud the
problem of “Solow residue”? These questions and others constitute the basis of this research. Our desire to do
this research work is informed by the questions raised above and the limitedness in research publications in
this area. We are also aware of the fact that most empirical research have centered on achievement motivation
index. In this study, we make use of cultural variables that encompass achievement motivation index and
extend it based on Weber's (1958) definition of culture, hence allowing us to derive four rationality indices.
The focus of this paper however, is to contribute to the on-going debate using growth theory to explain this
divergent level of development with cultural factors being the centerpiece. Earlier empirical study on growth
using the typical Solow-type neoclassical theory have been criticized on the ground that physical capital and
the model at large fails to accounts for cross countries income disparities with a high “Solow residue”.
Cultural factors have been identified as part of those Solow residues. Mainstream researches on cultural
factors have been limited to theoretical and exploratory design type where factors are explained without
quantifiable empirical backing. For instance works such as the ones by Shixue (1998) and others have
resorted to theoretical means of finding explanatory factors to buttress culture and its relationship to economic
development. To make this paper distinctive enough, we employ an approach in which a wide array of data
set from 948 societies are considered for sampling from the world value survey database from 1981 to 2009.
Our task has been to sample out 29 countries across the seven continents with their distinctive cultural values.
These cultural values sampled are regrouped into four main rationality indices- instrumental rationality,
affective rationality, value rationality and traditional rationality. Our understanding of the term rationality is
based on human attempt to objectively recognize the optimal path between means and end. This approach to
human rationality reflects the influence of economics, as humans are perceived to be rational utility
maximizes, implying inherently, self interested and behaviorally responsive in such a way as to seek out
optimal strategy given the structural context to satisfy their goals (Checkel, 1998; Rittberger, 2002).
2. Conceptualization and Key Variable Measurements
2.1 Definition of Culture
To understand how culture can affect economic growth, it is important to understand what culture is and how
it has been perceived, understood and defined by different researchers in different context. However, culture
just as we pointed out in our introduction is difficult to define. Our description and definition of culture can be
captured in three perspectives: the content, as a way of life of a group of people and the formation of culture.
Its subjectiveness makes it a bit difficult to objectify. Nevertheless, in the light of these difficulties, certain
writers have been able to define it to suit their various works or purposes. This has brought some sort of
intellectual rift between historical economists and these scholars (culture writers) who are fans of culture.
Culture has been defined in many ways in the literature. For example, Schein (1985) defines culture as “a
pattern of basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal
integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and that, therefore, is taught to new members as
the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems”. Hofstede (1984, p. 21) defines culture
as “the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human group from
another.” The GLOBE research program (House et al., 2004, p. 15) defines culture as “shared motives, values,
beliefs, identities, and interpretations or meanings of significant events that result from common experiences of
members of collectives that are transmitted across generations.” Several frameworks for measuring national
culture dimensions can be found in the academic literature (Hofstede, 1984; Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner, 1997; Schwartz, 1994; House et al., 2004). Over the last three decades, Hofstede’s research
represented the most common framework to assess the dimensions of national culture (McSweeney, 2002). The
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Hofstede survey of 80,000 IBM employees in 66 countries established four dimensions of national culture:
power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism vs. collectivism, and masculinity vs. femininity.
However, McSweeney (2002) argues that measurement reliability and validity are the principal weaknesses of
Hofstede’s dimensions. For example, Hofstede didn’t present Cronbach alphas for the items that make up the
indices. In addition, a close examination of the number of questionnaires used by Hofstede reveals that the
average number per country was small (McSweeney, 2002). Schwartz (1994) argues that the two major
weaknesses of Hofstede’s research are his sample plan and historical change. First, Hofstede obtained data from
employees of only a single multinational corporation (IBM). Second, Hofstede’s analyses were based on data
gathered from 1967 to 1973. During the three decades since his last data collection, major cultural changes have
occurred throughout the world. GLOBE (House et al., 2004) addresses these shortcomings and provides the
most updated cross-cultural study based on data gathered in the recent decade. The GLOBE project involves
150 social scientists and management scholars from 61 countries representing all the major regions of the
world. They identified nine cultural dimensions. The development of the GLOBE scales involved extensive
testing for reliability and validity (House et al., 2004).These subjectiveness in culture definition prompted
people like A.L. Kroeber and Clyde Kluchohn (1952) to list about 160 definitions in their work over a period of
80 years of research. We can identify over 160 definitions of the term with reference to the field of social
sciences (psychology, anthropology, sociology and others).
Earlier usage of the word “culture” has always been linked to farming hence “agri-culture”. It was during and
after the 16th century that there were some modifications. There has since been an extension to broaden the
scope by the inclusion of human characteristics such as mind, manners, spirit, sensibility and taste. The 18th
century elite Europeans used the term culture to draw the dichotomy between the honored western Europeans
and what those that could not develop these human qualities outside Europe and those who were poor. The term
however received its first usage to signify a noun when it was used by a German Historian Herder implying that
all peoples “had” a culture. The term has since seen changes from time to time. Others such as A.L Kroeber
(1952) have related culture to be subservient to beliefs, customs, and knowledge, art of technologies, rules and
ideal as consisting ideals and rules and what we are being taught either from man or through personal
experiences. In 1952, Clyde and Kluchohn (1952) added new dimension to the notion of culture by arguing
culture basically incorporate patterns that are both explicit and implicitly generated and transmitted symbols
based on the achievements of human groups embodied in artifacts. They continue in their argument that culture
is simply a product of action historically derived. Lawrence Harrison (1985;1997) also tried to define culture in
a simple manner. He stated that culture refers to attitude and values that guide human action in a society. Others
like Nobel laureate and economic historian Douglass North views and defines culture in the realm of institutions
and institutional change. He views culture as the knowledge acquired or transmitted from a generation to
another through teaching and learning by imitation (North, 1990).
We can infer from the above definitions and descriptions that culture as a subject matter is not that
straightforward to tackle. However, it is also evident that there are a lot of commonalities in the definitions and
opinions shared by some of these writers. The sort of core elements mentioned were quite similar and kept
appearing in each other’s work. In this research work, we define culture simply as the implicit force that is
inbuilt that prompts individuals to behave in a certain rational manner (action). These implicit forces are the
set of values or norms imbued in the individual by learning. Defined this way, we can appreciate that culture
does not only affect social norm but also economic activities like the propensity to consume and save, fertility
choices, investment in education among other economic variables. These implicit force(s) are open to changes
from time to time. We view this definition to be synonymous to the ones given by Max Weber, A.L Kroeber and
Clyde Kluchohn and Lawrence Harrison. Invariably, the complex and vast nature of culture as a concept
involves a lot of elements which makes it too general to be captured by a single trait, idea or object. Thus when
one intends to examine the role of culture on economic growth, one has to look for a proxy for culture. Previous
studies to infer economic growth from culture have relied on historical evidence without any quantitative
backing. The end results of these studies have been criticized on the basis of its subjectivity and relativity. We
seek to use a cultural proxy that can be tested and validated to give a particular empirical outcome and which
can be replicated by others in different settings, location and context.
2.2 Aggregation of Cultural Indices
In aggregating the various cultural traits to form an index or indices as described and defined by the various
writers above, we sought to rely on the definition by Max Weber (1958), who played a pioneering role in
investigating the relationship between culture and development. See further these well-known books- The
Protestant Ethic and the spirit of Capitalism (1958) and The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism.
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Weber defined culture on the basis of rationality or action. Weber defines “action” as behavior invested with
an individual’s subjective meaning and culture is “a segment on which human beings confer meaning and
significance”—we can conclude that culture, in its very nature, is reflected in people’s action. All individual
action may be oriented in four ways: instrumentally rational, value-rational, affective (especially emotional)
and traditional rationality. We worked to identify the various traits as it is related to the level of action or
rationality mentioned from the survey response.
Traditional rationality (TR) or behavior is determined by long standing habits: actions based on tradition. For
instance relaxing on Tuesday in some part of West Africa is viewed as a traditional custom. The violation of
such rules is punishable in diverse circumstances. Traditional Rationality is expressed as customs or norms
meant to govern societies and are observational and learned from generations to generations. Humans detect
social cheating with much greater reliability than isomorphic violations of abstract logical rules. Here, we try to
identify in our survey responses traits that fall under TR. Collecting a set of these traits would help us to come
out with TR index.
Affective Rationality (AR) is strongly associated with strong feelings (emotional) for something. Emotions are
an integral part of being human; we all express them and they shape the character and contents of our lived
experiences. Emotion is functionally integrated alongside cognition in how we reason. Specific traits that
relates to AR that relates to this description are collected from the survey responses. Those actions are
emotional laden.
Value rationality (VR) is determined by a conscious belief in the intrinsic value of acting in a certain way.
Value-rational action, wert rational is an action that one will opt for due to the fact that it leads to the ultimate
goal without preconception of the consequences and the appropriateness of the path/means to be used to achieve
such a goal. Specific traits that relates to VR may include but not limited to hard work, confidence, frugality,
generosity/corruption, grandeur and determination.
Instrumental rationality (IR) is determined by a consciously calculating attempt to achieve desired ends with
appropriate means. This is a direct opposite to VR though the detail of it might be treated as value rational. It is
pursued after evaluating its consequences and consideration of the various means to achieve it. They are usually
planned and taken after considering costs and consequences. Specific traits that fall under IR are but not limited
to hard work, tactfulness, confidence, speech, thrift, discipline, commitment, worldly achievement, governments
intents to construct irrigation projects etc.
3. Research Methodology and Model Specification
To account for the contribution of factor accumulation and measure the impact of the different factors in the
economic growth, this paper employs the input-output data model. Capital from other forms of physical
capital and human capital inputs and some cultural traits that produce output in the form of real GDP.
For this purpose, the model taken is the original Robert Solow (1956) model of exogenous growth with
technological progress. The centerpiece of the standard neoclassical growth model developed by Solow is an
aggregate production function of the form:
Kα A L

Y

α

0

α, β

(1)

Where Y is output, K is capital, L is labor and A an index of technology or efficiency, constant returns to scale,
decreasing returns to each input and a positive and constant elasticity of substitution. The fundamental
dynamic equation of the model relates to the evolution of the capital stock to a constant rate of savings and a
constant rate of depreciation. Labor and the level of technology grow at exogenous exponential rates.
3.1 Mankiw, Romer and Weil Model
Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) present a simple extension to the Solow model by letting human capital
enter as a separate input into an otherwise standard Cobb- Douglas production function with technological
progress. The production technology in this model thus assumes the following form:
Y

β

KαH A L

α β

0

α, β α

β

1

(2)

Where Y is output, K is capital, H is the stock of human capital, A is the level of technology and L is “raw”
labor. The exponents (α, β and 1-α-β) measure the elasticity of output to the respective inputs.
Like in the Solow model, the population and the level of technology grow at the exogenous rate n and g
respectively while capital depreciates at the rate of δ. Following Solow, Mankiw et al., (1992) rewrite income,
physical and human capital in terms of quantities per unit of effective labor etc. the changes over time in
physical and human capital per unit effective labor are:
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Where δ is proportionate depreciation for both physical and human capital, savings rates for physical and
human capital respectively which are assumed to be constant over time, though not across countries. Solving
for the steady- state solutions k* and h*, Mankiw et al derived an equation for steady- state income growth in
this form;
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The physical capital savings, Sk was approximated by the investment share in GDP. Human capital savings
rate Sh was measured by the proportion of the working age population at any one time enrolled in secondary
school. Mankiw et al estimated equations on cross-section samples of 98 and 75 countries respectively in 1985
yielded great improvement compared to Solow, while the implied income shares of physical and human capital,
both around 0.3 were judged to be plausible.
Lucas (1988) also had earlier on shared the same notion on this by arguing that the development of human
capital in terms of both education and “learning by doing” also play important role on economic growth. We can
therefore also argue that series of factors can be developed that are influenced by cultural beliefs, values and
social norms which have important consequence on economic growth and include them in the typical
neoclassical growth models whose empirical estimation can show their probable effects on economic growth.
Given the thrust of this paper positioned on cultural traits and its effects on economic growth, we would include
these cultural factors and have it augmented with the traditional economic factors in our growth model and thus
the empirical endogenous growth models used in this study assumes the following form:
Y

α

βI ,

∏X

ε

(3)

Where Yi is output growth (per capita) for country i, Ii, 0 is a set of economic variables estimated at the
beginning of the time period for country i. The indicator for human capital is the gross number of student
enrolled at primary and secondary education institution vis-à-vis the total population of that age group. It was
difficult getting complete data on the indicator for physical capital which is the value of gross fixed capital
formation (including acquisition less disposals of valuable) so it was omitted in the regression analysis and
indicator for investment is the ratio of real domestic investment to GDP (i.e. expenditure on education as a
share of GDP). Indicator for initial level of wealth is GDP per capita (income) and the rate of growth of GDP
in real terms. Empirical evidence on these variables has shown that they are able to predict economic
performance across nations (See Levine 1992; Sala-i-Martins 1997; Barro R. 1990; 1991). X is a set of
cultural variables for the various levels of rationality (i.e. IR, TR, VR and AF) for time period of i country.
 i is the noise component/error term for country i.
3.2 Data Description and Hypothesis Formulation
The data set for this study is obtained from world value survey to compute for the various cultural traits as
defined and aggregated into indices as mentioned earlier on. Out task here is to identify these traits as many as
possible and assign weights to them. The world value surveys (Survey, 2010) capture individual beliefs and
values which reflects social norms and customs. To improve the sample size, survey data of the chosen 29
countries (Australia, Bangladesh, Botswana, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Ghana, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, New
Zealand, Peru, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey and the United States) is
pooled in waves for the time period of 1981-2000 and 2000-2009 representing 29 years. We make use of the
survey to derive and aggregate the data to create culture variables for each period. The data on economic
variables used in the model are obtained from the World Bank data centre (Data, 2009) and Levine (1992)
work. We specifically made use of the averages of these economic variables from the countries involved to
conform to the data arrangements of the cultural variables in a time series orientation. Cultural traits were
inferred from the questions posed in the survey response as provided by the World Value database. Weights
were assigned to each trait by virtue of how it was responded in the survey for the countries involved.
The variables for the model are as follows: Yt = Growth Rate of GDP per capita; H t = Human capital
measured by the number of gross school enrollment at both primary and secondary levels, GDP per capita
income and It= Investment measured by expenditure on education as a share of GDP percent.
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Dependent Variable: Output is defined as Log Growth Rate of Gross Domestic Product. The data for GDP is
obtained from World Bank data source, OECD on the countries sampled and the work of Levine (1992).
Independent variable: Log GDP per capita income, human capital (H) measured by both primary and
secondary enrollments, Investment (I) measured by Government spending on education as a share of GDP and
our cultural indices for IR, VR, TR and AF. Having described and defined the variables involved, and based on
the fact that this research is on culture and its effects on growth, we formulate the following hypotheses to serve
as a guide in our task;
H0: Culture is positively associated with economic growth with high level of IR/ AF and low levels of TR/VR
H1: Culture is negatively associated with economic growth with low level of IR/ AF and high levels of TR/VR
4. Estimated Results and Interpretation
We begin our analyses with a diagnostic check on the data set to make sure we do not violate any of the
assumptions of parametric statistics. Table 1 below is the descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of the
independent variables used in this study.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix
Variable

1

IR (1)

1

VR(2)

.229*

1

AF(3)

.085

.135

1

TR(4)

-.255**

-.59*

-.224

1

LOG_GDP(5)

.07**

.027**

.055

-.087**

1

PRIM_ENROL(6)

.206

-.009

.09**

-.005

.536*

1

SEC._ENROL(7)

.406**

.148

.118**

.033

.537**

.482**

INVES_GDP(8)

.217

2

3

-.11

4

-.043

5

.015

.002

6

.166

7

8

1
-.065

1

Mean

.070

.089

.162

3.956

3.405

1.010

.452

.218

Std. Dev.

.373

.377

.330

.193

2.008

.156

.235

.043

Min

-.460

-.460

-.460

3.640

.533

.750

.030

.139

Max

.900

.900

.900

4.280

7.380

1.330

.860

.317

Skewness

.455

.510

-.046

-.253

.090

.097

-.143

.295

Kurtosis

-.402

-.333

.372

-.774

-.980

-.093

-1.163

.444

Notes: **p<0.05, *p<0.01 sig. (1 tailed).
Table 1 is the descriptive statistics and correlation matrix results of the independent variables. In statistical
literature, when correlation between variables exceeds 0.75, such variables are highly correlated and thus
violate the assumption on multicollinearity. However in our case, all variables are lower and some are even
negative. We can proceed to work with all of them.
The correlation matrix and descriptive statistics in Table 1 is quite straightforward and interesting. A quick
glance at the descriptive shows the data set is fairly normally distributed with skewness and kurtosis being
within the accepted range. We can also infer from the correlation matrix that there is a lot of soundness in the
aggregation of the responses and the economic variables from the survey data. Most of the indices indicate
positive and lower correlation and are significant at 5 percent (1 tailed). With all of our independent variables
below the 0.75 acceptable criterions, we can proceed to estimate the regression coefficients for the periods
1981 to 2009 in three different models.
We extend our analyses further by estimating relevant standard multiple regression functions using OLS in a
baseline endogenous growth model that includes variables already proven to have shown robust partial
correlation with economic growth. In this regard, we would tread on the same path with (Levine, 1992;
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Granato et al., 1996; Roland, 2010). Using time series data from our 29 countries, we then test in accordance
with equation three above.
Table 2. OLS estimation of economic growth (Dependent variable: LOG growth rate of GDP)
Variables

Model 1

Model 2

Coefficients (β)

Model 3

T

Sig.

Coefficients (β)

T

-0.315

-0.166

0.109

1.508

1.977

-0.509**

-2.598

0.379

SEC_ENROL
INVEST_GDP

Constant
LOG_GDP
PRIM_ENROL

Sig.

Coefficients (β)

T

Sig.

1.525**

2.523

0.020

0.016

-0.590**

-3.585

0.002

1.949

0.063

0.412**

2.766

0.012

0.353**

1.875

0.007

0.415**

2.369

0.028

0.462**

2.887

0.023

0.429**

3.279

0.004

0.060

AF

-0.352**

-2.155

0.041

-0.414**

-3.405

0.030

IR

0.474**

2.867

0.009

0.105**

2.29

0.048

TR

-0.284

-1.401

0.174

-0.486**

-3.010

0.007

VR

-0.081

-0.409

0.686

-0.114

-0.755

0.459

N
R

29

2
2

29

29

0.435

0.394

0.728

0.341

0.292

0.619

F

4.615

3.893

6.698

Sig.

0.000

0.000

0.000

adjusted R

Notes: **p<0.05, *p<0.01.
Table 2 is the OLS estimation of economic growth. The estimation is done in three separate models with
dependent variable of log Growth rate of GDP. Mean of dependent variable: 2.96 for all models. Beta (β)
reported here is the standardized beta.
Model 1 regresses a nation’s growth rate of per capita GDP on its initial level of per capita income, human
capital (primary and secondary enrollment), and investment (Spending on education). We found a negative
coefficient (-0.509) on the initial level of per capita income. This buttresses the evidence of “conditional
convergence”. This we can interpret to mean, when both human and physical capital investment are controlled,
poorer countries grow faster than richer ones. In other words, the rate of growth declines in a country’s wealth
(Income). Secondary enrollment used as one of the proxies for human capital bears a positive (0.353 percentage
points) and is statistically significant on per capita growth. The result with investment was also significant with
statistical effect on economic growth. For example, an increase in the level of secondary enrollment by a given
percent will induce an annual growth rate of 0.353 percentage points higher on average on per capita growth. In
the same way, the rate of investment has a positive effect on the growth rate. That is, with a given percentage
increase in investment in education as a share of GDP, GDP Growth rate is expected to increase by 0.462
percentage points. The results here tend to support both the Solow-type neoclassical theory on income
convergence and the endogenous growth theory on the spillover effects (externalities) of human capital
development (Cypher, 2004). The model on the whole performs averagely well and accounts for about 43.5
percent of the variation in cross-national growth rates. This buttresses the point of Solow residue as there are
other factors besides these economic variables that ought to be incorporated in this model. There is therefore the
need to include other variables to boost the explanatory power of this model.
In Model 2, we regress the growth rate of per capita GDP on only a constant and our cultural indices. In this
model, two of our cultural indices are statistically significant. AF and IR bear negative and positive
coefficients of -0.352 and 0.474 and are statistically significant. This is in line with our prior expectation. The
other two variables; TR and VR are both statistically insignificant and have negative/ weaker effects on
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economic growth. This we can interpret as, any change in these cultural traits by a given percentage will
induce 0.352 and 0.474 of percentage points on economic growth. The model accounts for 39.4 percent in
terms of cross national per capita explanation. Its fitness is fairly good but less than (Granato et al.,1996;
Muhammad et al., 2010) models.

Figure 1. Residual of fitness graphs model 1 and 2
Note: Figure 1 shows the residual of fitness for model 1 and 2. The two Models have a relatively good fitness
as it seemingly falls within range.
Model 3 combines both the economic variables with our cultural variables. The coefficient on AF has become
lesser (-0.352) than its standard error implying it cannot be distinguished from zero with high confidence. IR
continues to be significant, but with a lower coefficient when compared to model 2 above. Surprisingly, TR
was statistically significant, but with a negative influence. Likewise, the coefficient on VR was also negative
and statistically insignificant at -0.114 percent respectively. All the economic variables adopted are
statistically significant when merged with the cultural variables in a model. There is an improvement in the
explanatory powers of this model (about 72.8 percent) over previous models when the variables are increased.
This partly resolves the problem of “Solow residue” as was the criticism brought against proponents of the
neoclassical theory (Cypher, 2004: pp.243). We move a step further to test for normality of our data using
Jarque- Bera test and heteroskedasticity (White test). We are investigating which of the hypothesis formulated
should be accepted or rejected.

Figure 2. Residual of fitness graph model 3 and test of normality for model 3
From figure 2 and 3, a test of normality using Jarque-Bera, histogram and P-P plot shows that the residual is
fairly normally distributed with p=0.778 and Jarque Bera= 0.501. In model 3, we also test for
heteroskedasticity (i.e. to ascertain whether the disturbances do not have the same variance) of which we
found that p= 0.08 is bigger than 5 percent so we by this accept the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis has
no serial correlation. In general, model 3 accounts for 72.8 percent of the variation in cross-national growth
rates. Its fitness and explanatory prowess is creditable and is seen as an improvement to both model 1 and 2.
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Figure 3. Normality test for model 3
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Figure 4. Relationship between GDP per capita rate and INR
Note: Figure 4 shows the relationship between the most influencing rationality index with GDP per capita
ratio. It can be seen that instrumental rationality index is much more stable than GDP per capita ratio.
In figure 4, we attempt looking at the relationship between Growth rate of GDP per capita and the most
influencing cultural variable (instrumental rationality). We comment that the trend is fairly stable with regards
to the IR graph. In as much as there are conspicuous swings in the Growth rate of GDP per capita, IR has been
relatively stable. However, the rate of GDP per capita has always been above the cultural variable. This
affirms our earlier findings as IR being robustly significant to economic growth.
4.1 Policy Implication of Results
The essence of culture as a core influencing factor to economic growth is glaring and need not be repeated.
However, the emergence of so-called modern theory in the classical world of economics has reluctantly
overlooked this core influencing factor and has focused on the end results. By end results, we are implying
savings, human capital formation, physical capital, technological advancement among others. The desire to
pursue any of these end results is implicitly shaped by cultural traits or values. This notwithstanding, in as
much as cultural traits are the core influencing factors leading to growth, we must be quick to emphasize that
some traits are in themselves against or does not orchestrate economic growth.
To buttress these assertions, we considered certain traits and how they have shaped or influenced these so-called
economic variables. Lewis (1955) points out that “self-control” which we identify as a trait affects savings
behavior. Robert Malthus (1798) also admitted this notion of “self-control” in his theory of population growth
and its aftermath effect on fertility choice that eventually influence investment in physical capital. Max Weber
(1958) shared the same opinion in his well-known book. He proposed that some attitudes and values connected
to protestant ethic like austerity, honesty, work, rationality and hard work has become the prerequisite of
material progression and achievements. Concerning capital formation he wrote;
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“When the limitation of consumption is combined with this release of acquisitive activity, the
inevitable practical result is obvious: accumulation of capital through ascetic compulsion to save”.
The restraints which were imposed upon the consumption of wealth naturally served to increase it by
making possible the productive investment of capital (Weber 1958…p.32).”
Another cultural trait pointed out by Azariadis and Drazen (1990); the desire for “self-improvement” is seen to
be the driving force behind the decision to invest in education allowing people to acquire skills and thus build
human capital. Confucianism as a cultural value according to Herman Khan (1979) and other western scholars
is seen to induce economic development. They draw attention to the fact that Confucianism inculcates
diligence, abstinence, frugality and severity. Confucianism gives recognition to familial devotion,
entrepreneurial spirit, hard work and patriarchal leadership. Leaders with selfless and patriotic behavior which
typifies affective rationality put the welfare of their subjects at the fore-front thereby subduing their ego. This
has been the success story of most Asian Economies in recent times. The impressive growth of the then Asian
tigers was as a result of the inherent love of their leaders and the willingness of their subjects to work hard to
ensure they developed.
Conversely, Gunnar Myrdal (1968) in one of his research works emphasized on how certain culture values or
practices impedes economic development. He expressed that cultural factors are the principal obstacle to
modernization. He argues that not only do they interfere with entrepreneurial activity, but they flood, rigidify
and dictate the entire national system in its entire political, economic and social dimension. His main point of
emphasis was against certain group of religion in certain parts of the world who consider pigs impure and have
a strong dislike to having it included in their diet. This certainly interferes with the welfare and efficiency of
most peasant farmers who perceive pig rearing as an alternative or even supplements to crop cultivation. He also
argues that the ban on cow slaughter in India and Thailand bears very higher costs that are never calculated. On
the issue of Confucianism, Max Weber (1958) and some anti-traditionalists have both expressed different
opinions. For instance the latter argue that Confucianism is not beneficial since it conflicts with modernization
in many directions. Max Weber’s examination of Confucianism led him to conclude that cultural traits
expressed in oriental religions explained why Asian development was much slower than Europe in those days.
He stressed that the fundamentals of Confucianism was not well laden with similar kind of physic anxiety, as
was in the European context of the protestant ethic.
In some parts of Africa especially Ghana, certain days of the week are recognized as the days of the gods. Both
peasant farmers and fishermen are therefore prohibited from working on their farms or go on fishing on the
designated day(s). This has a higher opportunity cost that could have concomitant effect on the general
production output of the countries involved. This tradition undoubtedly is not development friendly. However,
though the USA has been labeled as being traditionally rational, that hasn’t affected its progress and eventually
being the most successful country in history. Thus, not all traditionally rational societies are backward.
5. Conclusion and Recommendation
From our analysis, there is no denying the fact that economic growth is implicitly somehow shaped by
cultural factors. This idea has received a lot of criticisms on the field of academia especially in the social
sciences. As mentioned before, the reason for this is inherent in the notion that cultural values have been
perceived to be widespread and therefore exist in almost all societies. Some school of thought are of the view
that, if really culture value determines economic growth, then all efforts at achieving a greater height in
economic development would proof a tall mountain to climb because culture cannot be changed.
In our studies, we could not cover almost all the cultural values or traits as captured by perhaps the survey in
the various societies, but we believe randomly selecting a section of these values or traits and assigning
quantities or weights to them for easy measure in an empirical manner scraps away the notion as expressed by
some critics. This erases all sorts of stereotype ideas like African culture is not development friendly hence
their underdeveloped. We can however focus on a particular trait(s) at a particular time and place and have
them tested.
As can be inferred from our findings, we have come to appreciate that when culture is perceived under
rationality and therefore grouped in accordance with our method, then anything that shares boundaries with
tradition and value or norm may be detrimental in some sense to economic growth. However, notwithstanding
this, the two other rationality indices scored creditably positive coefficients and were statistically significant
affirming our prior expectation. Our findings are in line with (Weber, 1958; Shixue, 1998); whose research
works were done to strike the dichotomy in the development levels between Asian economies and the Latin
American and other parts of the globe. For instance Jiang Shixue’s assertion of Asian norms or value being
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the main driving force for its recent remarkable growth as opposed to its Latin American economies was
interesting, but we would have expected him to have highlighted on those traits in specific terms in such a
manner that could have allowed him to model and then empirically have them tested. His findings would have
been more concrete other than just an expression of notional ideas. The empirical backings as shown in this
paper verify the idea or notional view as expressed by these writers. Though (Granato et al., 1996;
Muhammad et al., 2010; Roland, 2010) also investigated how traits affect economic growth under a different
approach, it is interesting to note that our work has vindicated them.
Regardless of our findings in this paper, it would be incongruous on our part to conclude that cultural traits
have answers to all the explanatory factors leading to economic growth. There are other factors identified as
possible factors that can help in explaining cross-national economic performance such as institutions
(Governance), geographical factors, natural resources, business organization, Research and Development,
growing internal trade etc. In that regard, we view the findings in this paper as prelude as it captures an aspect
of these avalanches of factors. We also recommend an attempt to migrate from a time series analysis to a
panel data analysis to provide a more rigorous result as there seem to be limited study that employs this
approach. This is a serious area of concern and it’s open for further research in the near future. We do hope
that in the wake of the availability of data on both economic and cultural variables, we would in our
subsequent research work go beyond this level and make use of panel data and also have any of the factors
mentioned included. This we believe would give more meaning to our results. In addition, we would be
working assiduously in improving our model and the control variables would be increased to improve the
general performance of the model in terms of cross country explanation.
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Note
Note 1. The world value survey website is dedicated to issues relating to values and cultural changes. The
survey circulates questionnaires across the globe in different societies and communities. The responses from
these questionnaires are collected and defined as wave(s) representing a particular year(s). The survey began
in 1981 and has since maintained its momentum having been able to reach more than 780 communities. It
sometimes collaborates with the European value survey. The survey responses are published in SPSS and
SAS formats and are available. See http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org
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